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Trenton Raises Parking Fee

Wilkins Explains New Proposal

For the next academic year, the parking sticker fee at Newark State will be raised to $10.00, according to a plan before the State Department of Education. As of 3:19 P.M. Friday, there was no change in the following proposal:

There will be no change in the following proposal.

The understanding of the plan is that all six state colleges will have a minimum $10.00 parking sticker fee next year. Some colleges are requesting a higher fee. These requests must be substantiated by special reasons. MSC President Eugene G. Wilkins voiced some of the objections to an originally proposed $10.00 fee at a recent state college President's Council meeting. The fee was subsequently set at the $10.00 minimum.

According to President Wilkins in a special interview for the INDEPENDENT, the entire parking situation will be taken over by the Business Office. The lots on campus will then be operated by a commercial, non-profit basis.

Parking Committee Continued

The Parking Committee will continue, but not as an administratively executive-judicial body. It will serve as a liaison-advisory committee to whom faculty, students, and staff can voice opinions. It was felt that the amount of time and energy expended by the Committees in the past overshadowed the learning value gained from the work.

Letter Received from Foster Child

The Student Organization of Newark State has, for some time, been sponsoring a foster-child program. Soo Nam Kim should contact Grace Giordano or Joy Edmonds. Nam Kim should contact Grace Giordano or Joy Edmonds.

(Continued on Page 3)

New Student Reaction Voiced

After the release of the information concerning the parking situation, the INDEPENDENT staff interviewed several students on campus. The following statements were spontaneous reactions to the proposal:

Peter Pietrakos and Robert Petracco: "We want to raise this year's income from parking that's free by a third. Our proposal would provide for a new parking permit cost five dollars and the only additional services will be a third-rate, gravel-surfaced parking lot."

"Now I hear that we will be charged ten dollars for a parking permit next year. What do we get for this? A promise of a larger paved parking lot. I still ask, 'Where has all my money gone?'" Dr. Litman: "I think five dollars is outrageous to park in a mud lot, or even the 'gravel pit'"

Clay Zott: "Ten dollars. Are you kidding? I'll catch the bus around -- now, I'm just going to pay ten dollars.

Ray Schaffer: "Ten dollars? I wouldn't even consider it, because I was assured of a space in a paved lot. One would be better off parking in Columbus Park -- all the time that is closest to some of our lots."

"I refuse to purchase a parking sticker for ten dollars. I park around the corner and walk a block."

One student asked to have his name withheld: "I would bring my car to the college -- without a permit cost."

It is the state's duty to provide facilities and guard service.

Additional $134 million in demand for 1970 Enrollement

A plan to allocate $134,322,269 to the tax-supported colleges of New Jersey has been placed before the State Legislature. According to the proposal, Rutgers will receive $65,619,940; Newark College of Engineering, $17,669, and the six State Colleges a total of $51,033,240.

A nine month study conducted by Mr. George D. Brierly states that this amount is the minimum that will be needed if the state is to provide facilities for the more than doubled college enrollment expected by 1970. The number of students in tax supported institutions of higher learning is increasing at the rate of 5% per year. At this rate, 40% of New Jersey's college students will be enrolled in the state's colleges by 1970. The numbers of students in private colleges will decrease proportionally.

The study recommends that one-fifth of the total sum be appropriated in each of five successive budgets, beginning with the 1968 fiscal year. Each of the schools will be given one priority project for immediate attention. The Newark State Liberal Arts building study area, will be the first facility on campus to receive money under the plan. The second recommendation made by Dr. Strayer is that the state establish, as soon as possible, two-year community colleges. These schools will provide two-year terminal vocational training; transfer programs for those, wishing to go on to four year institutions; and programs for the retraining and upgrading of adults.

Due to the changing manpower needs, the colleges must be prepared to add new fields of study, as well as strengthen other established areas. The State Colleges at present are responsible only for the education of primary and secondary teachers. As the structure of higher education is changed, however, they will add programs in other educational and professional fields.

Newark College of Engineering must provide the engineers and economists with programs.
Editorials:

Parking Dilemma

We find ourselves faced with another parking problem. It seems the State Department of Education cannot force itself to keep its sticky fingers out of our wallets. Ten dollars is now being requested for parking privileges. Tent dollars isn't a great deal of money, but to students, many of whom must take outside jobs to remain in school, it is a goodly amount. But, not only the financial aspect comes to mind, for something else must be considered—the matter of principles. For what we must consider, according to latest reports, it will be used to pay the salaries of guards, or campus police, to eliminate or, rather, cut down the extensive overflow of traffic during rush hours. This, in itself, is ridiculous. There is how many police are directing traffic, when a hundred or so students are plugging NSC. Other examples of this deficiency can be seen in the parking area. Everything is in order. A salary or rate per hour could be paid to encouraging, to say the least, especially to those people who gave their time and energy to provide these funds, rather than the individual student's parking permits. We find ourselves faced with another parking problem. It seems there should be minimum complaining in this area, we must ask why we have to pay for this inconvenience? Isn't it the state's right to decide what it wants to do with our Student Government's money? No. Have we a suggestion? Yes. WAKE UP, R.J.L.

On Retiring

The constantly expanding activities of our Student Government have required increasing diligence and patience in the past years. President Mr. Joseph Santanole has shown more than his share of diligence but a remarkable dedication to duty. He gave freely of his time and energy to provide a smooth running and efficient student government for the past four years of his tenure of Newark State. Mr. Santanole's achievements at all times have always been successful in his efforts. No good leader is, for there are always things which seem to get in the way of personal or time elements force him to leave. We have, however, far outweigh the few failures which may have happened. We extend our congratulations to Mr. Santanole and hope that the Junior Class has given evidence to what we have felt for a long time—the majority of Newark State students have little or no interest in extra-curricular activities. The case in point is the Junior Prom which was held last Saturday night. According to the president of the class of 63, Richard Renkoski, approximately fifty-five bids were sold for the prom. This display of apathy is discouraging, to say the least, especially to those people who gave their time in an effort to preserve a tradition as old as a class prom. We would like to take this one case of several signaling the apathy plaguing NSC. Other examples of this deficiency can be seen in the attendance of cultural and educational events, such as the presentations offered by the Theatre Guild and the College Center Board. "The Taming of the Shrew" was well attended, but by whom? A. Student.
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Editorials Continued

suence consisting primarily of persons outside the college community. Even the faculty attendance was sparse. Last semester's cast of "The Glass Menagerie" was far better received by the type of audience. The outstanding lack of student interest was seen this year at the College Center Board's Senior presentation of these fine lectures, no more than twenty people attended. Not only is this insulting to the lecture itself, but also to the people giving it as well as the audience. And who is to blame? Is it the fault of the visiting students or the fault of the college? Of course not. The school has shown no interest in these events last by simply providing these events. Is it the fault of the newspaper or the students who do not attend these events? Once more, and in all honesty, no one. Then who is it? No one but the students. How can we find a solution to this problem? No. Have we a suggestion? Yes. WAKE UP, R.J.L.

Art Major Honored

Ronald Hartshorne, 20-year-old fine arts major, who has been selected as one of the most promising young artists in the nation. He has been selected for representation in a national competition—exhibition.

Ronald has been notified that his stoneware vase will be exhibited at the College Center Board's Senior presentation of these fine lectures, no more than twenty people attended. Not only is this insulting to the lecture itself, but also to the people giving it as well as the audience. And who is to blame? Is it the fault of the visiting students or the fault of the college? Of course not. The school has shown no interest in these events last by simply providing these events. Is it the fault of the newspaper or the students who do not attend these events? Once more, and in all honesty, no one. Then who is it? No one but the students. How can we find a solution to this problem? No. Have we a suggestion? Yes. WAKE UP, R.J.L.

Stokes

The Junior Class has given evidence to what we have felt for a long time—the majority of Newark State students have little or no interest in extra-curricular activities. The case in point is the Junior Prom which was held last Saturday night. According to the president of the class of 63, Richard Renkoski, approximately fifty-five bids were sold for the prom. This display of apathy is discouraging, to say the least, especially to those people who gave their time in an effort to preserve a tradition as old as a class prom. We would like to take this one case of several signaling the apathy plaguing NSC. Other examples of this deficiency can be seen in the attendance of cultural and educational events, such as the presentations offered by the Theatre Guild and the College Center Board. "The Taming of the Shrew" was well attended, but by whom? A. Student.

The Plague

The Junior Class has given evidence to what we have felt for a long time—the majority of Newark State students have little or no interest in extra-curricular activities. The case in point is the Junior Prom which was held last Saturday night. According to the president of the class of 63, Richard Renkoski, approximately fifty-five bids were sold for the prom. This display of apathy is discouraging, to say the least, especially to those people who gave their time in an effort to preserve a tradition as old as a class prom. We would like to take this one case of several signaling the apathy plaguing NSC. Other examples of this deficiency can be seen in the attendance of cultural and educational events, such as the presentations offered by the Theatre Guild and the College Center Board. "The Taming of the Shrew" was well attended, but by whom? A. Student.

See what you can get for only $10.00?

Councll Food Committee Functioning

In attempt to provide an opportunity for communication between the student body and Saga Food Service, a Food Service Committee has been established under Student Council. This committee is polled to be a bettering or the relationship between Saga and the student at NSC, and to advise students to actively contribute to the improvement of campus food service.

The committee, meeting the first Wednesday of each month, is compromised of the following persons: administration, President Wilkins, Fred Marder, and Ted Wilkins, Director of Student Activities, and three representatives of the student body, James Hance, Diane Byrne, Grace Giordano, Patricia Greely, Robert Conway, and Marcia Davies.

Letters to the Editor

Re: "Taming of the Shrew"

To the Editor:

The Newark State College Theatre Guild is certainly to be congratulated for an excellent presentation last week of the classic comedy "The Taming of the Shrew." The cast members gave an excellent performance of what they have accomplished.

This, I hope is only the beginning of the stick-up future at Newark State's "Post's Corner." This week's "The Glass Menagerie" was indeed a worthwhile suggestion which will become something in order.

A salary or rate per hour could be paid to encouraging, to say the least, especially to those people who gave their time and energy to provide these funds, rather than the individual student's parking permits. We find ourselves faced with another parking problem. It seems there should be minimum complaining in this area, we must ask why we have to pay for this inconvenience? Isn't it the state's right to decide what it wants to do with our Student Government's money? No. Have we a suggestion? Yes. WAKE UP, R.J.L.

Parking Peave

To the Editor:

I would like to express my congratulations to all the students who take advantage of the special parking permits. We have required increasing diligence and patience in the past years. President Mr. Joseph Santanole has shown more than his share of diligence but a remarkable dedication to duty. He gave freely of his time and energy to provide a smooth running and efficient student government for the past four years of his tenure of Newark State. Mr. Santanole's achievements at all times have always been successful in his efforts. No good leader is, for there are always things which seem to get in the way of personal or time elements force him to leave. We have, however, far outweigh the few failures which may have happened. We extend our congratulations to Mr. Santanole and hope that the Junior Class has given evidence to what we have felt for a long time—the majority of Newark State students have little or no interest in extra-curricular activities. The case in point is the Junior Prom which was held last Saturday night. According to the president of the class of 63, Richard Renkoski, approximately fifty-five bids were sold for the prom. This display of apathy is discouraging, to say the least, especially to those people who gave their time in an effort to preserve a tradition as old as a class prom. We would like to take this one case of several signaling the apathy plaguing NSC. Other examples of this deficiency can be seen in the attendance of cultural and educational events, such as the presentations offered by the Theatre Guild and the College Center Board. "The Taming of the Shrew" was well attended, but by whom? A. Student.
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Letters to the Editor

Re: "Taming of the Shrew"

To the Editor:

The Newark State College Theatre Guild is certainly to be congratulated for an excellent presentation last week of the classic comedy "The Taming of the Shrew." The cast members gave an excellent performance of what they have accomplished.

This, I hope is only the beginning of the stick-up future at Newark State's "Post's Corner." This week's "The Glass Menagerie" was indeed a worthwhile suggestion which will become something in order.

A salary or rate per hour could be paid to encouraging, to say the least, especially to those people who gave their time and energy to provide these funds, rather than the individual student's parking permits. We find ourselves faced with another parking problem. It seems there should be minimum complaining in this area, we must ask why we have to pay for this inconvenience? Isn't it the state's right to decide what it wants to do with our Student Government's money? No. Have we a suggestion? Yes. WAKE UP, R.J.L.
During the next academic year, the parking fee will be raised to $10.00. This represents a doubling of the present fee. What are your reactions to this situation?


This increase has already been approved by you and in the past you have agreed to absorb the increase in operation expenses as related to your professional capacity. For $10.00 you receive all the privileges that you have enjoyed previously...
In Short Support

Roger Munn

Dr. Roger Munn, a sophomore in biology, has achieved statewide recognition for his efforts in auto racing.

His activities at Island Dragways have extended over the years. He has also been a consistent winner at other tracks, including northern and southern New Jersey.

Dr. Munn captured the class A trophy and track record at Island. He also won the main feature on the day in the quarter-mile run. In eight runs, he turned in 1:10.70, a new track record. He defeated all other class winners to win the first feature. In the second feature, he defeated all others for his four trophies for the day.

Dr. Munn is the driver-owner of a dragster powered by a full race 1958 Chevrolet block with seven cylinder heads and exhaust system. This combination makes the body through a quarter-mile start at the fantastic rate of 60 m.p.h.

Along with his work and racing activities, Roger is a member of the biology, zoology and equipment headquarters located in Garwood, New Jersey.

Weekley Schedule

WEDNESDAY, MAY 16
1:10 P.M. Counseling Hour
2:30 P.M. Varsity Tennis-Glassboro
5:00 P.M. Associated Students Meeting
7:00 P.M. W.R.A. Bowling All Day T.T.
8:15 P.M. M.A.A. Intramural Banquet
2:00 P.M. Newman Center
7:30 P.M. No Sigma Tau

THURSDAY, MAY 17
12:30 P.M. Second Visit to Practicum Centers
3:00 P.M. French Club
3:30 P.M. W.R.A. Modern Dance
3:40 P.M. W.R.A. Tennis
5:30 P.M. Delta Sigma Pi
6:15 P.M. Kappa Delta Pi Diner
8:00 P.M. N.J. Baseball Umpires Assn.

FRIDAY, MAY 18
3:30 P.M. Men's Tennis - Georgia Court
4:30 P.M. Student Council
7:30 P.M. Sigma Tau

SATURDAY, MAY 19
12:30 P.M. Greek Plays
5:30 P.M. Yoga Club at the Field Trip - Ed. 104
7:30 P.M. College Unions Tournament which will finish the E.I.B.C. season with more than 189. One of the new organizations is the Sigma Tau bowling team. For the second consecutive season Sigma Tau bowled in the Eastern collegiate league with a 14-to-1 victory over the Rutgers bowling team. Sigma Tau has also achieved a high bowling standards or N.S.C. in the past. This, along with individual and team efforts, have kept John quite busy as a bowler. Since he has also been active in the student body, he has been able to attend the best qualified Newark State bowler to compete in the second place.

Ron plan to raise the already high bowling standards of S.N.C. by having the team bowl together regularly. If this interest could be carried over by more or the students, the weekly program of bowling would be provided; if indeed, it lacks now.

Congratulations from the desk to our fine tennis team which has been the regularity, and also to our fencing, golf, baseball, and bowling teams.

Valli Elected Captain

As it was announced in last week's paper, the Newark State College Bowling Team elected John Valli as their captain for the second straight year. This year Valli's team will be known as the Newarkeers.

I also want to congratulate our baseball team for their eighteen runs and eleven walks. They have turned in a winning team for their fourteen runs, and Tau Chi smashed two home runs and two more were added by John Conte and Carl Marainelli.

Chi Smashes Tau

Led by MiIt Belford's three-hit pitching, Sigma Theta Chi throttled, over, and around Sigma Beta Tau's fielders to smash their way to a 14-to-1 win on Friday afternoon.

Chi went into the game with a .440 batting average, and Belford's single drove in the only run for the Vikings.

Tom Kuc of the Gothics, on a hard grounder to third, loaded the bases. Milt Belford relieved Kuzma ripped his second hit of the game into center, followed by Richie Spangler's sacrifice fly to center. After Vinnie Merlo led off the Newarkeers' leading ninth with a single to center, the inning was tied, followed by Ed Sjonell's single.

The difference of this game was the fifth with a single to center. After Vinnie Merlo led off the Newarkeers' leading ninth with a single to center, en a bled Vinnie Merlo, Ed Sjonell on a hard grounder to third, drove in the score 2 to 1.

For the first three games this week, the Squires were edged by Trenton State 4 to 1. In the top of the first inning Trenton State took the lead due to the wild pitching of Squire starter Paul McGuire, but he bore down and retired the side without damage. Trenton State's lead was shortened in the bottom of the inning with a two singles, a walk, and an infield out. Trenton again threatened in the fifth, but a fine play by Belford turned the inning around.

After McGuire turned in a fine afternoon victory, John Conte started three straight innings with a hit, but before Belford got his second hit of the game, the score stood at 2-0. Trenton State turned the game into center, followed by Milt Belford's single drove in the only run for the Vikings.

Tom Vose struck out in the top of the ninth, but Belford doubled and Vinnie Merlo led off the Newarkeers' leading eighth to make the score 3 to 1.

Many contests such as the one we have just witnessed are becoming more and more popular. The annual fraternity basketball games, between Sigma Theta Chi, Sigma Beta Tau, and Nu Sigma Phi; witnessed quite a turnout.

Tom Valli, a fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by.

The game should be tension packed with loads of action.

Squires Take Three More Strikes

Belford Leads Batters

In the first three games this week, the Squires were edged by Trenton State 4 to 1. In the top of the first inning Trenton State took the lead due to the wild pitching of Squire starter Paul McGuire, but he bore down and retired the side without damage. Trenton State's lead was shortened in the bottom of the inning with a two singles, a walk, and an infield out. Trenton again threatened in the fifth, but a fine play by Belford turned the inning around.

After McGuire turned in a fine afternoon victory, John Conte started three straight innings with a hit, but before Belford got his second hit of the game, the score stood at 2-0. Trenton State turned the game into center, followed by Milt Belford's single drove in the only run for the Vikings.

Tom Vose struck out in the top of the ninth, but Belford doubled and Vinnie Merlo led off the Newarkeers' leading eighth to make the score 3 to 1.

Many contests such as the one we have just witnessed are becoming more and more popular. The annual fraternity basketball games, between Sigma Theta Chi, Sigma Beta Tau, and Nu Sigma Phi; witnessed quite a turnout.

Tom Valli, a fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by. A fine job of umpiring was done by.